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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 279
p = cos0. The constant & should be regarded as much smaller than a. The two theorems of Arts. 274 and 275 will be found useful in tracing the relations which exist between the several functions.
277. It is important to notice that the function Pn is not numerically greater than unity for any value of p less than unity. For the proof of this we have here no room.
Supposing h to be less than unity, the series
is convergent even when we replace every coefficient by its greatest numerical value and make every term positive. The series is therefore absolutely convergent when both p and h are less than unity.
r+i 278.    To prove  that   I    f(p)Pndp = 0,  where f(p) is any
integral rational function of p of less than n dimensions. It follows from this that when m and n are unequal (so that one is
/+i PmPndp = 0. -i
By a theorem in the integral calculus we have
fudv = uv - u'v^ 4-VVu— ... 4- (— l)nfundvn ......... (1),
where accents denote differentiations and suffixes denote integrations. Let Q be finite between the limits and let
Each of the terms v, v:... vn-i contains the factor Q at least once and therefore vanishes when p is put equal to any root of Q = 0. If we also put u=f(p) the series terminates before we arrive at the final integral. It follows that the integral (1) is zero when the limits are any two unequal roots of Q = 0. Let Q=p2 — 1, the integral is then zero when the limits arejp= ± 1. See Art. 271.
279. If f(p) is of n or higher dimensions, the only term on the right-hand side of (1) (Art. 278) which is not zero is the final integral. This is also true if f(p)—pK (where K is a positive quantity = or >n) and the limit a are p = Q to p = l. In this case all the terms up to UKVK arc zero because the first factor vanishes when p=Q and the second when p — 1. The final integral is made one of the standard forms in the integral calculus by putting p = cos# and its value can be written down. As these integrals are not required here, it is sufficient to state the result
in the form                        I   pKPn dp —----------- I   pKPn~o dp.
This result is also true when the limits are -1 to +1 and K is integral. For if K + n is even each side is then doubled and if odd each side becomes zero.
Ex. Prove I pKPndp = —-—_ / pK~lPn-ldp where the limits are 0 to 1, and K is a positive quantity greater than or equal to n.

